Isotope trapping and positional isotope exchange with rat and chicken liver phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinases.
Isotope-trapping studies of the enzyme.MgGTP complex were carried out with rat liver cytosolic and chicken liver mitochondrial phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinases. For the rat liver enzyme, MgGTP was partially trapped from both E.MgGTP and E.MgGTP.OAA complexes, consistent with a steady-state random mechanism. For the chicken liver enzyme, MgGTP was 100% trapped from the E.MgGTP.OAA complex, consistent with a steady-state ordered mechanism. The rate constants for the interaction of MgGTP with the free enzymes are approximately 10(7) M-1 S-1, somewhat lower than the diffusion limit for association. The dissociation rate for the enzyme.MgGTP complexes is 26-92 s-1, reflecting a tightly bound complex with high commitment to catalysis in the presence of oxaloacetate. Positional isotope-exchange studies were also carried out with phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinases from rat and chicken. No exchange if the beta gamma-18O in [beta gamma-18O, gamma-18O3]GTP to form [beta-18O, gamma-18O3]GTP was detected in the absence of oxaloacetate. In the presence of oxaloacetate, no positional isotope exchange of [beta gamma-18O, gamma-18O3]GTP was detected during initial rate conditions. The results indicate that at least one of the products dissociates rapidly from the E.MgGDP.PEP.CO2 complex relative to the net rate of MgGTP formation from the E.MgGDP.PEP.CO2 complex. A rapid equilibrium between the central complexes in which the beta-phosphoryl of GDP is restricted with respect to torsional rotation cannot be excluded but is unlikely on the basis of the relative rates of catalysis and torsional rotation. The addition of Mn2+, an activator of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, did not influence the positional isotope-exchange results.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)